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Background and System

- Toxic target like crude oil leak will cause great damage to human and marine environment.
- With the development of IoT system, devices like UAV can be deployed to detect and track continuous target.

- A heuristic algorithm based mechanism is proposed for routing mobile IoT devices like UAV in order to track the boundary region of marine pollutant.

- Static IoT sensors are firstly deployed in the interested ocean network region and separated into different groups according to their reading.
- The gray region is the scope of the marine pollutant.
- Black nodes: a sensor whose reading is exceed the threshold of toxic target and all of its neighbor nodes are event nodes.
- Blue nodes: a sensor whose reading is exceed the threshold of toxic target and some of its neighbor nodes are event nodes while others are not.
- Green nodes: a sensor whose reading is under the threshold of toxic target and some of its neighbor nodes are event nodes while others are not.
- Light green nodes: a sensor whose reading is under the threshold of toxic target and all of its neighbor nodes are normal nodes.

- The yellow dotted line is the predicted boundary line on which all positions are equal to threshold according to interpolated results.
- Yellow triangular marks are stops selected on the predicted boundary line and there is a proper distance between each stop.
- A suitable number of UAV are deployed to traverse stops and genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to route for Multi-UAV in order to optimize the time and energy consumption of UAV.

Procedure

- Get initial boundary region
- Interpolate in the region
- Collect sensory data
- New stops?
  - Y
  - N
- Get final boundary region

- Interested network region is divided by static IoT sensor nodes and an initial boundary region is generated.
- According to the sensory data gathered by static IoT sensor nodes, sensing holes that don’t have sensory data are interpolated and find a predicted boundary line.
- Some stops are selected on predicted boundary line if there are.
- Multi-UAV are applied to traverse selected stops and get sensory data on stops.
- A new boundary region is generated according to new data and repeat above steps until there are no new stops.

Experimental Results

Changes in boundary region with different number of static sensors.

- Through continuous iteration, the scope of the target boundary region is gradually narrowed and kept stable.
- In different scale of static sensors deployment, the size of the target boundary region varies greatly. When static IoT node deployment is more densely, the result is more accurate.

Conclusions

- The proposed mechanism can effectively detect and track the ocean target boundary region.
- The experimental data shows that the scope of target boundary region is shrunk and it reflects the actual situation of toxic target.
- The GA based mechanism for routing UAV can effectively balance the energy and time consumption.
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